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A Day to Remember albums and discography on AllMusic, including all the best, old and new album information. You can listen to the full description of each song by clicking on the album name. A Day To Remember, released in 2006, is one of the brightest and most memorable releases of almost 10 years of the band's work. A Day is a whimsical mix of black blues,
psychedelia and post-punk inspired by David Bowie. And although the album was, according to many, dull, due to its style, there was still not much that was downright boring in it. On the other hand, the musical and textual delights of the authors of the disc were quite good, and this compensated for their wretched guitar sound, which together resembled the work of

expressionists in some gallery. This material was more likely to be attributed to the Old School Metal genre than to post-punk. The album "A Day to Re-Event" in 2003 marked the beginning of the cult "Black Use" series. In addition to "AZ", the album "Bleach" was released, as well as the debut album "Rebirth". In 2005, an album called "Goes On..." was released, in which the
group, despite the force of gravity, returned to the classic versions of their sound and repertoire. On it, the band played blues, alternative rock and even pop, while maintaining their philosophy. 2008 saw the release of "Global Warming", a live album recorded in Tokyo on April 16, 2008 and announced as "A Day's first full length album". In this album, the group returned to the

traditional sound, which has already become a classic, but changed some elements in visual terms: Dieter's costumes, according to him, were completely redone, and Christiana's stage costumes were hemmed and tied up. At "GlobWarming 2009" the musicians once again dressed in traditional costumes and played a special program with the classic A Day repertoire. In September
2009, the compilation "Death Wish" was released. Today the band has eight studio albums in the works, the last of which was released in 2009. The full list of albums is on the official website djo.de A day to remember - Official Music Video A short song about the human condition to end the year... To leave comments, log in Sun
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